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                                                        It's no longer enough to apply good taste   

                                      and the standard principles of excellent design. The   

                      ever changing needs of humans demand that the evolution of   

            interior environments not only need to be functional and aesthetically

pleasing, but they need to nurture and support the souls of the people that

dwell or work within them. Advanced  technologies and challenging lifestyles

of today are putting stresses on the human body and soul that must be

addressed in the spaces we spend our time in. There is a hidden dimension

to interior design, and Ana Roberti will transport you to a new awareness of

what it is, and show you how to tap into it so you can better create fabulous

surroundings for yourself, your family, and your workspace ~ surroundings

that will ultimately support you beyond what you can see and touch.

Color- The Silent Language 

The 5 Designer Principles  

How to Accessorize Like a Designer   

Reflecting Soul in Your Home 

How to Create a Positive Energy Flow  

in your home or work environment 

Keynote Topics

Founder and senior designer of SoulScape Interiors Inc 

Host of Soulscape Living TV show 

30 years of interior design experience 

Studied interior design at Parsons School of Design 

Former past president of WCAA Central NJ Chapter 

Vice President Habitat for Humanity Millstone Basin

Area NJ

About Ana

Ana engages her audiences with dynamic and visually

exciting presentations on interior design for the home

and office. She believes your interior environment should

reflect who you are, what's important to you, and it

should be a sanctuary that supports and nurtures your

soul. 

Attendees leave with ideas and tips that they can apply

on their own, right away. 

MEDIA & CONTACT INFO

 

Phone: 609-448-3594  

ana@soulscapeinteriorsinc.com 
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What People Are SayingWhat People Are SayingWhat People Are Saying

"Ana shared her process of creating professionally designed interiors. She knows her stuff, and generously

gives lots of tips for making a space "your own". Her 5 SoulScape Designer Principles will open your eyes to

the important elements that many people (including many professional designers) miss. Her seminar was

more than a smorgasbord of ideas- it was a carefully curated serving of insights and secrets that will help you

create rooms with personality and style!" -Cheryl Craig  

"I attended Ana's seminar to get information to help me with a complete renovation for a second home in

Florida. I learned about size and proportion and what a difference that makes in the feel of a space. I learned

about mixing patterns, large ones with smaller ones so as not to overwhelm. I learned about colors and paint

and how that can open or warm up a room. Now my Florida house gets so many compliments with Ana's

help!" -Ellen S. 

"I was interested in learning some decorating pointers; how to make a room beautiful and welcoming. One of

my takeaways was learning the importance of size and proportion of furniture, artwork, tables, etc., matching

the size of the room." -Mary P.

"Attending the Five Designer Principles taught me that color is multi-layered and it influences your mood. I

found the presentation to be very helpful!" - Anne L.

"Ana's presentation very enjoyable and it confirmed my need for professional assistance." -Norma B.

"I learned the principles of intensity and saturation and how to make them work. Ana's seminar was helpful to

me." -Elaine J.

"Ana's presentation was helpful and I learned more about color and style". -Jeannette L.


